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Abstract

Background: The importance of adapting evidence-based health interventions to enhance their congruence with the beliefs of ethno-cultural communities is well recognized. Although a systematic cultural adaptation process is available, it lacks specific instructions on how to adapt interventions so that they are aligned with cultural beliefs. In this paper, we present an integrated strategy that operationalizes the adaptation process by describing specific practical instructions on how to align interventions with cultural beliefs. Methods: The strategy integrates concept and intervention mapping, and uses mixed methods for gathering data from community representatives. The data pertain to a community’s cultural beliefs and values related to a health problem, acceptability of evidence-based interventions targeting the problem, and aspects of the interventions that should be modified to enhance their fit with cultural beliefs. A step-by-step protocol is described to guide application of the integrated strategy for cultural adaptation. Conclusions: The strength of the integrated strategy relies on the use of concept and intervention mapping approaches for specifying a step-by-step protocol to actively engage community representatives in the cultural adaptation of interventions. Future research should evaluate the utility of this strategy.
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1. Introduction

Evidence-based interventions (EBIs) are disseminated for use in daily practice, but their uptake may be limited if they are perceived as unacceptable [1]. Perceived acceptability is affected by beliefs about health problems and treatments that are shaped by cultural worldviews [2], which represent cognitive schemas that explain health or illness processes. These schemas influence one’s view of health, experience and interpretation of health problems (e.g. causes and consequences of a problem), engagement in health behaviors (e.g. food selection and preparation), and treatment of health problems [3]. For instance, Givens, Houston, van Voorhees, Ford & Cooper [4] reported that African, Asian and Hispanic Americans do not believe in biological causes of depression and hence, do not consider antidepressant medications as acceptable treatments.

When EBIs are unacceptable to an ethno-cultural community, there is often a discrepancy between the community’s beliefs related to health problems targeted by the interventions, and those underlying the interventions [5]. Individuals within the community will not seek, initiate or adhere to these interventions, which hinder improvement in health outcomes and result in health disparities [6] [7]. Cultural adaptation of EBIs is proposed as a means to address these disparities. Cultural adaptation refers to the process of modifying EBIs to new ethno-cultural communities. New communities can include those for whom the interventions were not originally designed and for whom the effectiveness of the interventions was not evaluated. Modification is done to align the interventions with the culturally linked aspects of the community members’ beliefs and experiences.

Many frameworks [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] propose a planned, organized, and collaborative process for actively engaging representatives of the target ethno-cultural community in the cultural adaptation of EBIs and suggest aspects of the culture to consider. As commonly described, the cultural adaptation process involves modifying non-specific elements of EBIs but not the specific elements. The non-specific elements refer to the format and activities that facilitate the implementation of the specific elements. The specific elements are the active ingredients responsible for triggering the mechanisms underlying the interventions’ effects [14]. The goal is to align the interventions with a community’s cultural beliefs, while maintaining the interventions’ core components that operationalize their specific elements [3].

The frameworks suggest that adaptation consists of making changes in the interventions that are consistent with the deep and surface structures of the culture. The changes include: omitting, adding, or modifying some aspects of the non-specific elements of the interventions; these elements often include words and examples to relay the interventions’ content, activities comprising them, mode or format for their implementation, and dose (e.g. number of sessions) at which they are delivered [12]. Deep structure reflects the beliefs, values, norms or worldviews held by an ethno-cultural community. The surface structure represents the superficial, observable aspects of culture such as language, food,
metaphors, colors, and images [2] [3] [6].

The cultural adaptation process consists of three main steps: 1) assessing the community’s cultural beliefs; 2) examining the fit between the community’s beliefs and those underlying the EBI; and 3) determining the modifications to make in the intervention protocol and manual. The adapted intervention is then pilot-tested [6] [11] [12].

Although the literature identifies the steps of the cultural adaptation process, it falls short of providing specific instructions on how to implement them, leaving much room for variability in their interpretation, organization and implementation. In this paper, we present an innovative strategy that addresses this gap in practical knowledge guiding the implementation of the cultural adaptation process. The strategy integrates elements of concept and intervention mapping and provides specific, practical instructions for carrying out the three steps of the cultural adaptation process, illustrated with examples related to the health problem of low engagement (i.e. below the recommended level of 150 minutes per week) in physical activity.

2. Integrated Strategy for Cultural Adaptation of Interventions

The strategy for cultural adaptation of EBIs extends the three main steps of the process mentioned previously, by integrating elements of concept mapping and intervention mapping [15] and the approach for assessing the acceptability of interventions [16]. The strategy is consistent with the emphasis on involving community members in the adaptation process [15]. Concept mapping is a structured process that guides researchers in engaging community representatives to clarify their views of the health problem targeted by the EBIs, as experienced by members of the target ethno-cultural community [17]. Intervention mapping is a process for selecting evidence-based interventions that are feasible and acceptable to the community in addressing the health problem [15] [18]. Assessment of acceptability consists of appraising EBIs for their appropriateness in managing the health problem [19].

Some preparation is required prior to implementing the integrated strategy. This includes a review of pertinent literature to identify all possible indicators and determinants of the health problem as well as EBIs that address the health problem, its indicators and/or determinants.

The integrated strategy is implemented in three sequential steps (Figure 1). In step 1, representatives of the target ethno-cultural community are engaged in identifying the indicators and determinants of the health problem most relevant to, or consistent with, their cultural beliefs, as is usually done in concept mapping. Indicators and determinants identified as culturally relevant and for which EBIs are available are further discussed in step 2, as is done in intervention mapping. In step 2, EBIs targeting each indicator and determinant are evaluated for their acceptability to the ethno-cultural community, and only those perceived as acceptable are reviewed in step 3 to determine the modifications needed to
Step 1: Assessing the ethno-cultural community’s beliefs
1) Examine the target ethno-cultural community’s understanding of the health problem
   - Have participants complete questionnaire to assess the relevance and importance of the indicators and determinants of the health problem (identified from literature) to the target ethno-cultural community
   - Engage participants in a discussion to gain an understanding of the target ethno-cultural community’s cultural beliefs and unique experiences of the health problem
2) Identify the indicators and determinants of the health problem that are of relevance to the target ethno-cultural community and that require intervention

Step 2: Examining interventions’ fit with the community’s beliefs
1) Select evidence-based interventions that address the indicators and determinants of the health problem of relevance to the target ethno-cultural community
2) Have participants rate the acceptability of the interventions
3) Engage participants in a discussion to clearly identify the interventions considered acceptable or desirable to the target ethno-cultural community, and to map these interventions relative to the respective indicator or determinants of the health problem
4) Identify interventions viewed favorably

Step 3: Adapting interventions
1) Review the information about each intervention viewed favorably (i.e. resources needed to implement the intervention, components, activities, mode and dose of delivery)
2) Engage participants in a semi-structured discussion to identify elements or aspects of the intervention that should be modified and how, in order to enhance its relevance and fit with the ethno-cultural community’s beliefs

**Figure 1.** Steps of the Integrated Strategy for Cultural Adaptation of Interventions.

enhance their desirability and relevance to the community.

The three steps are undertaken in collaboration with representatives of the target ethno-cultural community experiencing the health problem. Representatives are selected if they: report that they currently have the health problem or they have successfully managed it; self-identify as belonging to the target ethno-cultural community; and are cognitively able to engage in a discussion in either their native and/or English language. Using an individual’s native language is preferred because it facilitates the expression of beliefs and values in familiar and culturally relevant terminology.

The steps are implemented in one or more face-to-face, individual or group sessions. Ample time (estimated at 1 - 4 hours, based on our experience implementing the integrated strategy) should be allocated to: explain the activities in which the community representatives are to be engaged; collect quantitative and qualitative data while answering questions to avoid rushed responses; and offer a rest period to minimize the potential for response burden. Group sessions (3 - 4 hours) are expected to last longer than individual (1 - 2 hours) sessions because of the dialogue that takes place among the members to explore collective knowledge.

Group sessions have the advantage of providing opportunities for participants to exchange ideas; respond to each others’ comments; question, clarify, and elaborate on ideas; and reach agreement that captures collective knowledge within a short time period [20]. The number and format of sessions to be held with community representatives is based on their preferences and ability to attend and stay actively engaged in a session of 3 - 4 hour duration; their comfort in a group discussion; and the logistics of finding a place and time convenient to all participants. If group sessions are used, it is advisable to run them with more than one group of participants representing the same community in order to enhance the transferability of the findings to the target ethno-cultural community. If individual sessions are used, it is advisable to have a total of 20 - 25 par-
participants. This sample size ensures that the collection and analysis of qualitative data are manageable while achieving data saturation, and facilitates the integration of quantitative results with the themes emerging from the qualitative data analysis [21]. The sessions are facilitated by persons with expert knowledge in the health problem and corresponding interventions, awareness of the target culture, and ability to converse in the native language; bicultural and bilingual persons are ideal to build rapport and promote disclosure [22]. The protocol for implementing the steps of the integrated strategy is detailed next.

2.1. Step 1: Assessing the Ethno-Cultural Community’s Beliefs

This step is foundational to the cultural adaptation process as it aims to delineate the community’s unique understandings and experiences of the health problem. In this step, the focus is on depicting the community’s view of the health problem, which is influenced by its particular cultural beliefs. Accordingly, an understanding of the health problem should be generated before inquiring about the ethno-cultural community’s beliefs.

Understanding of the health problem is generated from a review and synthesis of relevant sources. The understanding depicts the nature of the problem (what it is), its indicators (how it is manifested), and its determinants (what factors contribute to the problem) [14] [23]. Information on the problem is derived from pertinent conceptual, empirical and/or clinical sources (Table 1). The synthesis aims to integrate the findings obtained from these sources; it consists of comparing and contrasting the health problem’s indicators and determinants proposed by theories or conceptual frameworks and supported by results of quantitative and qualitative research. The comparison is done to delineate indicators and determinants that reflect the same concept but may have been worded differently across sources. Consistent with the concept mapping process, a comprehensive list of indicators and determinants is generated and incorporated into a questionnaire.

The questionnaire identifies and describes each indicator and determinant of the health problem in simple and easy to understand lay language. The questionnaire is administered during the session to assess the relevance (i.e. extent to which the indicator or determinant is experienced by members of the community) and importance (i.e. extent to which the indicator or determinant significantly impacts members of the community) of the indicators and determinants to the target ethno-cultural community. The assessment is done on a 10-point numeric rating scale anchored by not at all (0) and very much (10) or five-point scale (0 = not relevant/important, 1 = a little relevant/important, 2 = somewhat relevant/important, 3 = much relevant/important, 4 = very much relevant/important). The rating scale is selected in consultation with representatives of the target ethno-cultural community. The questionnaire can be translated into the ethno-cultural community’s native language following standard translation procedures to enhance comprehension of its content and improve the accuracy of
Table 1. Sources of information on indicators and determinants of the health problem.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Information to be gathered</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Conceptual</td>
<td>Theories, models, frameworks that:</td>
<td>- Definition of the problem (what it is)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1) define the problem</td>
<td>- List of proposed indicators of the problem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2) specify indicators of the problem</td>
<td>- List of proposed determinants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3) delineate association of problem with possible determinants</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Empirical</td>
<td>Reports of quantitative, qualitative or mixed methods studies that:</td>
<td>- Quantitative descriptive findings related to the indicators of the problem, reported by participants across studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1) described the indicators of the problem</td>
<td>- Quantitative correlational findings related to the determinants of the problem, indicating significant associations between the problem and the determinant across studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2) examined the determinants of the problem</td>
<td>- Qualitative findings pointing to indicators and determinants of the problem as experienced by participants across studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3) revealed the experience of the problem by different populations including</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>the target ethno-cultural community if available</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinical</td>
<td>Published results of dataset analysis done as part of quality improvement</td>
<td>- Quantitative descriptive findings related to the indicators of the problem as reported by participants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>initiatives to determine the experience of the health problem in the target</td>
<td>- Quantitative correlational findings related to the determinants of the problem, indicating significant associations between the problem and the determinant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ethno-cultural community</td>
<td>- Qualitative findings pointing to indicators and determinants of the problem as experienced by participants</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

responses. In addition, open-ended questions are prepared to engage community representatives in a discussion aimed at clarifying the community’s and/or its subgroups’ beliefs about the health problem.

The individual or group session proceeds as follows:

1) Explain that the purpose of the session is to generate an understanding of the target ethno-cultural community’s views and experiences of the health problem of interest.

2) Give an overview of the health problem by describing what it is (e.g. limited engagement in physical activity), its indicators (e.g. walking for less than 150 minutes per week) and determinants (e.g. lack of time, unsafe neighborhood), while emphasizing that this information has been obtained from pertinent research.

3) Distribute the questionnaire and provide specific instructions on how to rate the indicators and determinants relative to their relevance and importance to themselves and others in the target community who have the health problem (e.g. people, like you, who are Chinese and do not exercise). Provide a copy of the questionnaire (i.e. English or translated version) preferred by participants.
and assist them, as needed, in reading the descriptions of indicators and determinants, clarifying content, and understanding the rating scale.

4) Invite participants to individually complete the questionnaire. Clarify any point as needed.

5) Engage participants in a discussion to gain an understanding of the target ethno-cultural community’s cultural beliefs and unique experiences of the health problem. Questions to guide the discussion include:
   - Which indicators (i.e. things that tell you that the problem exists) do you and people in your community experience with the health problem? By community, we mean your cultural or ethnic group. Are there other indicators of the health problem in your community?
   - Which factors do you believe most significantly contribute to the health problem as experienced by you and people of your community? How do these significant factors contribute to the problem? Are there other factors? How do these factors relate to the problem?
   - Given your experience with the health problem, which indicators or factors are important to address to help resolve it? Which should be given priority? What makes them important? Are these indicators and factors important for all people in your community or are some more or less important for particular people of your community (e.g. men/women, young/older people)?

The quantitative (i.e. ratings) and qualitative (i.e. responses to open-ended questions) data are subjected to parallel mixed analysis, as proposed by Spillane et al. [24]. The quantitative ratings are analyzed descriptively to determine the most relevant and important (evidenced by high means and low variances) indicators and determinants. The transcripts of qualitative comments are content analyzed. The analyses are done within and across individual or group sessions. A matrix is used to facilitate the integration of quantitative and qualitative findings. The matrix represents the mean rating and corresponding codes for each indicator and determinant. Findings that converge across methods are integrated to identify the indicators and determinants (e.g. those having high mean ratings and codes reflecting their importance) that represent the target ethno-cultural community’s understanding and experiences of the health problem. The quantitative and qualitative findings inform the selection of interventions that have been found effective in addressing the relevant indicators and determinants, and the examination of their congruence with the community’s beliefs about the health problem and its treatment, as explained next.

2.2. Step 2: Examining Interventions’ Fit with the Community’s Beliefs

The goal of this step is to identify interventions that are either aligned or non-aligned with the target community’s cultural beliefs related to the health problem. Aligned interventions are considered acceptable and viable in addressing the health problem and its indicators or determinants, as experienced by the community [1]. Non-aligned interventions may be disregarded, as they will not
be sought, initiated and adhered to. Interventions that have some non-aligned aspects, such as their mode of delivery (e.g. in a group format) and some aligned aspects, such as their content (e.g. aerobic exercise) are subjected to further adaptation in step 3.

Preparation for this step involves selecting EBIs, understanding the theoretical underpinning of the EBIs, and developing a description for each EBI, the measure assessing its acceptability, and a set of open-ended questions to guide the discussion. Results of meta-analyses or systematic reviews inform the selection of EBIs found effective in managing the health problem, its indicators or determinants. EBIs are chosen regardless of the community in which their effectiveness was demonstrated. Effectiveness is evidenced by: 1) remission rate, that is, the percentage of patients reporting resolution of the problem, indicator or determinant targeted by the intervention; 2) statistically significant differences, between and within groups, in the experience of the problem, indicator or determinant (e.g. reduced level of severity); and/or 3) clinically meaningful improvement in the experience of the problem, indicator or determinant (e.g. medium or large effect size). In addition, a good understanding of the theoretical underpinning (i.e. specific elements, mechanism responsible for producing their effects, components and activities operationalizing the specific elements) and the protocol (i.e. strategies for carrying out the components and activities) guiding the implementation of the identified EBIs is sought by reviewing pertinent literature and/or discussing them with the intervention designers.

A description of each EBI is developed from a synthesis of information on the conceptualization, operationalization and effectiveness of the intervention, obtained from pertinent conceptual, empirical and clinical, published and grey sources. Conceptualization of, or theory underlying, the intervention clarifies the health problem or its indicator or determinant that the intervention addresses, the goal of the intervention, its specific elements, its non-specific elements, the short-term outcomes that mediate its effects on the ultimate outcomes that represent resolution or improvement in the experience of the health problem, as well as general well-being [19] [25].

Operationalization of an intervention relates to practical strategies for implementing it. Operationalization specifies: 1) the components and activities reflecting the specific elements that are to be implemented by the therapist and patients when applying the intervention; 2) the activities that reflect the non-specific elements (e.g. completing a diary, self-reflection on barriers to exercise) and mode or format for delivering the intervention; and 3) the dose of the intervention. Effectiveness reflects the benefits of the intervention. In addition, the potential risks (i.e. adverse reactions or discomforts) are identified.

The description presents this information about an EBI in simple language, easy to follow format, and as factual statements, as recommended by Tarrier, Liversidge and Gregg [26]. The description includes the name of the intervention (e.g. behavioral therapy); its goal or what it is set to achieve (e.g. promote physical activity); main components, activities and treatment recommendations
to be followed (e.g. engage in physical activity 30 minutes per day, 5 days per week); mode and dose of delivery (e.g. four classes of 45 minutes each, given by the therapist once a week over a four-week period); benefits (e.g. found to improve physical function); and risks (e.g. minimal risks including tiredness and muscle pain).

The measure of acceptability is modified from the Treatment Perception and Preferences (TPP) scale [27]. The TPP contains a description of each EBI under consideration, followed by items to rate its appropriateness (i.e. extent to which it is reasonable in addressing the health problem, and suitable to one’s lifestyle), benefits (i.e. extent to which it is effective in addressing the health problem in the short and long term), risks (i.e. extent to which adverse reactions or discomforts associated with the intervention are burdensome), and convenience (i.e. extent to which it is easy to carry out and adhere to). A five point scale, ranging from not at all (0) and very much (4) is used for the rating.

Examining the fit of the selected EBIs with the target ethnocultural community’s beliefs is done by assessing the EBIs’ perceived acceptability to the community representatives [11]. This involves the following actions:

1) Explain that the purpose of the session is to get community’s views of interventions that have been found effective in addressing the health problem, its indicators and/or determinants. Clarify that the interest is in determining whether or not the interventions are acceptable, that is, considered relevant, appropriate or potentially useful in managing the health problem as experienced by the community.

2) Review briefly what the health problem is, and its indicators and determinants that the community representatives considered relevant and important (based on step 1 results).

3) Clarify that research has shown that a number of interventions are successful in managing the health problem, its indicators and determinants. Present descriptions of these interventions in the TPP questionnaire.

4) Distribute the questionnaire and ask participants to follow along while the facilitator reads the description of one intervention. Address any questions participants may have so that they have a good grasp of what the intervention consists of.

5) Ask participants to individually rate the acceptability of the intervention by responding to the respective items on the TPP questionnaire. Remind participants to rate the intervention for its appropriateness, benefits, risks, and convenience to the target ethnocultural community.

6) Once all participants have completed rating the intervention, engage them in a semi-structured discussion to further explore their perspectives on this intervention. The open-ended questions to use, adapted from Ayala and Elder [22] Bernal and Saez-Santiago [28] and Castro et al. [6] are:

- Overall, what do you think of this intervention? Is it acceptable to, or desired by people of your community to help them manage the health problem as they experience it? Is it acceptable to all people in your community or is it more or
less acceptable for particular groups (e.g. men/women, young/older people)?

- What makes this intervention acceptable/unacceptable or desirable/undesirable? What specific aspects (e.g. what it consists of, how it is given) of the intervention are acceptable/unacceptable or desirable/undesirable?

- How does the intervention fit/not fit, with your community’s views of the health problem and beliefs about its treatment? Would people of your community have the resources needed to carry out the intervention?

7) Repeat actions 4 to 6 for each of the remaining interventions.

8) Engage participants in a discussion to clearly identify the interventions considered acceptable or desirable to the target ethno-cultural community, and to map these interventions relative to the respective indicator or determinant of the health problem, as applicable. The open-ended questions guiding the discussion include:

- Of all the interventions you rated, which are, the most acceptable or desirable to people of your community? Which are not?

- Of the interventions you considered acceptable, which are the most appropriate or useful to manage the respective indicator or determinant.

The quantitative (i.e. ratings of interventions’ acceptability) and qualitative (i.e. responses to open-ended questions) data analyses are comparable to those described in step 2. Convergent findings would indicate the EBIs viewed favorably or unfavorably. Favorable interventions are those with a mean rating ≥ 2, which is the midpoint of the TPP rating scale, and those identified as congruent with the community’s view of the health problem and beliefs about its treatment. These interventions are advanced to the next step for possible adaptation.

2.3. Step 3: Adapting Interventions

The goals of this step are to specify aspects of each EBI rated as acceptable and to delineate the changes to be made. To reiterate, interventions that are rated in step 2 as unacceptable and require omission or significant modification of components and activities that reflect their specific elements, are inappropriate or unviable options for managing the health problem in the target ethno-cultural community. Interventions viewed favorably are discussed in step 3. However, no changes are made to the interventions’ components and activities that operationalize its specific elements because doing so may alter the elements comprising the intervention and weaken its effectiveness in improving the outcomes [3] [25] [29].

Accordingly, comprehensive knowledge of the interventions’ conceptualization is critical in guiding their adaptation. **Table 2** presents strategies for gaining this knowledge; the information obtained from different sources are compared and contrasted to identify commonly and consistently reported specific elements of the intervention. Adaptation can be done to: the presentation of content (e.g. link topics to cultural beliefs, use culturally appropriate metaphors); the strategy for implementing treatment recommendations (e.g. substitute jogging with cultural dance as a means for engaging in physical activity); non-specific activities (e.g. formation of a women’s walking group); mode of delivery (e.g. having a personal trainer of the same sex); and dose of the intervention (e.g. performing
### Table 2. Strategies to gain knowledge of intervention conceptualization (adapted from Sidan and Braden, 2011).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strategy</th>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Information to be gathered</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Review theoretical/conceptual literature</strong></td>
<td>Publications (journal, book) presenting:</td>
<td>-Theory/conceptual framework of the health problem may suggest strategies to address the health problem, its indicators and determinants. The strategies may represent specific elements of the interventions. -Theory/conceptual framework underlying the intervention identifies the elements that characterize the intervention and distinguish it from other interventions (i.e. unique features that define the intervention) and that are responsible for its effects in addressing the health problem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Review empirical literature</strong></td>
<td>Publication (journals, books, conference proceedings, online slide presentations) presenting findings of quantitative, qualitative or mixed method studies that evaluate the intervention</td>
<td>-Conceptual part of the study report -Methodological part of the study report -Empirical part of the study report -Description of the intervention delineates the core components that operationalize the specific elements, the activities performed, and the mode of delivery. Some activities and mode of delivery represent non-specific elements of the intervention -Results and discussion sections delineate aspects of the intervention and/or its implementation that were carried out with fidelity and contributed to the outcomes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Review intervention protocol/manual</strong></td>
<td>Intervention protocol may be published in clinically-oriented journals or books. Intervention manual may have to be requested/purchased from the interventionists</td>
<td>These sources usually provide an overview of the theory/conceptual framework underlying the intervention, explain the specific elements, and specify the activities that reflect the specific elements and the non-specific elements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Discuss with the interventionists</strong></td>
<td>Interventionists include persons who: -Originally developed the intervention -Evaluated the intervention effects in one or more studies -Use the intervention in the practice setting</td>
<td>Discussion, done formally (e.g. in mixed method study to examine the implementation and effects of the intervention) or informally, focuses on eliciting interventionists’ perspective on what constitute the specific elements responsible for the intervention’s effects, and the non-specific elements of the intervention</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
the physical activity in two 15 minute sessions, rather than one 30-minute session, per day).

Adaptation demands adequate preparation. In addition to gaining in-depth understanding of the conceptualization and operationalization of the interventions, a logic model is developed for each intervention. A logic model is a visual illustration (table or diagram) of the intervention’s operations and effects. It presents information on the resources needed to implement the intervention, the process of delivering the intervention, and the short and long term outcomes [15] [23] as illustrated in Table 3. For each intervention, the logic model clarifies: 1) the human and material resources that people need to carry out the intervention in daily life; 2) the key components and activities, mode and dose of delivery, which are represented with an account of the content to be covered, the activities to be performed, and the treatment recommendations to be discussed in each intervention session; and 3) the short and long term outcomes that are empirically supported (for details on the development of logic models, refer to [10] [30]). The risks associated with the intervention are also listed. A slide presentation of the intervention’s logic model is prepared.

Table 3. Example of logic model for a multi-component intervention targeting physical activity.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Health problem</th>
<th>Resources</th>
<th>Processes</th>
<th>Short-term outcome</th>
<th>Long-term outcome</th>
<th>Risk</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Low engagement in physical activity</td>
<td>1. Human: Interventionists (e.g. Physical therapist or nurse) 2. Material: Room (to hold sessions) Booklet (presenting information covered in component 1) - Pedometer (to monitor physical activity) 2) Paper and pen (to write down action plan in component)</td>
<td>Behavioral Therapy to promote physical activity Component 1: Education - Factors that contribute to physical inactivity - Consequences of physical inactivity - Importance of being physically active Component 2: Implementation of recommended physical activity - Engagement in physical activity, 30 minutes per day, 5 days per week - Types of physical activity to perform - Action plan for carrying out the recommended physical activity - Monitoring physical activity performance - Discussion of barriers and facilitators, and strategies to overcome barriers</td>
<td>Increased knowledge about importance of physical activity Engagement in physical activity at recommended level</td>
<td>Improved physical function</td>
<td>Tiredness Muscles pain</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Adaptation of the intervention follows these actions:

1) Explain that the purpose of the session is to discuss aspects of the evidence-based interventions, rated favorably by representatives of the target ethno-cultural community (i.e. acceptable and congruent with the cultural beliefs) and those that need to be changed to enhance their congruence.

2) Review briefly what the health problem is, its indicators and determinants that the community representatives considered relevant and important, and the respective interventions they viewed favorably.

3) Begin with one intervention. State its name and present the slide illustrating its logic model.

4) Review the information presented in the logic model while emphasizing the resources and the process (i.e. components, activities, mode and dose of delivery) to implement the intervention. Clarify any aspect of the intervention, as needed so that participants understand the intervention.

5) Explain that some aspects of the intervention cannot be changed because they are essential for the intervention to be effective in addressing the health problem. List the intervention components and activities that operationalize the essential elements. Clarify that: 1) completely eliminating these components and activities means that this intervention may not be a viable and effective option for the community; 2) very minor changes are allowed in the content or topics covered in these components and activities to enhance their relevance to the community’s beliefs (e.g. omitting discussion of a barrier that is not encountered by members of the community and substituting it with another viewed as significant in preventing engagement in physical activity); 3) changes can be made in the way the components and activities are implemented (e.g. composition of the group formed to provide support when performing physical activity; type of physical activity to perform).

6) Engage participants in a semi-structured discussion to answer the open-ended questions adapted from Ayala et al. [22], Bernal and Saez-Santiago [28], Cabassa et al. [15] and Castro et al. [6].

- Overall, does this intervention fit with, or is congruent with your community’s view of the health problem and beliefs about its treatment?

- What aspects of the intervention do/do not quite fit with your cultural beliefs?

a) Consider the content, topics, mode and dose of delivery, daily activities, and treatment recommendations. Which of these are acceptable/unacceptable? Which do/do not fit with cultural beliefs of your community? Which do/do not fit with people’s abilities to carry them out? Which are convenient/inconvenient (i.e. easy to apply and adhere to)? Are there some groups (e.g. men/women, young/older people) from your community who may find these topics and activities more or less acceptable, desirable or convenient?

b) Consider the mode and dose of delivery. Is the format (e.g. individual or group session) in which the intervention is given acceptable/unacceptable, appropriate/inappropriate, convenient/inconvenient, more or less useful in helping
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people get the information/knowledge and ability/skills needed to successfully manage the health problem or its indicators/determinants? Are the number and length of the sessions appropriate/inappropriate, convenient/inconvenient, enough/not enough to help people get the information/knowledge and ability/skills needed to successfully manage the health problem or its indicators/determinants? Would people be able to attend all the sessions as planned? Is the setting in which the intervention is to be given an issue?

c) Consider the way in which the content and activities are presented. Is language an issue? Are there ideas/words that should be avoided/modified/replaced by particular notions or terms that are more culturally appropriate? Are there resources that people would need to carry out the treatment recommendations in their daily life? Would people have access to these materials?

- What factors may hinder/make it difficult for people to apply the intervention/treatment recommendations in daily life?
- What would facilitate/make it easier for people of your community to apply the intervention/treatment recommendations in daily life?
- What aspects of the intervention should be changed to make the intervention acceptable to people of your community? What specific changes need to be made to the intervention’s components, content or topics, activities, treatment recommendations, language, context of delivery, mode, dose, resources?

7. Repeat actions 3 to 6 for each intervention under consideration.

The transcripts of the discussion are content analyzed to determine the modifications that should be made to enhance the fit of each intervention with the community’s cultural beliefs. Suggestions for adaptation consistently made across groups of participants are identified and integrated into the operationalization (i.e. logic model, protocol, and manual) of each intervention.

3. Discussion

The necessity and importance of culturally adapting EBIs are well recognized [6]. The aim is to generate a version of these interventions that fits with the cultural beliefs, values or norms of the target ethno-cultural community while maintaining the interventions’ specific elements that are responsible for their effectiveness [3] [31]. As such, the adaptation process should be informed by a lucid understanding of the conceptualization and operationalization of the interventions. This knowledge is critical in identifying the components and activities that represent the interventions’ specific elements, and in guiding possible modifications. Cumulating evidence indicates that culturally adapted interventions are viewed favorably by community members, and have been shown to enhance people’s initiation, engagement and adherence to intervention recommendations, and to improve outcomes [3]. The availability of culturally adapted interventions has the potential to increase an ethno-cultural community’s access to health care and reduce health disparities [32].

To successfully align interventions with a community’s cultural beliefs, adaptation should be done carefully to preserve the specific elements of the interven-
tions that are responsible for improving outcomes, while accounting for the community’s cultural beliefs [9]. The integrated strategy provides a detailed protocol that specifies what is to be accomplished and how. The strategy integrates concept and intervention mapping, and uses mixed methods to gather data from representatives of the target ethno-cultural community. Concept and intervention mapping represent effective and efficient approaches to systematically and actively engage community representatives in clarifying their cultural beliefs about the health problem and their acceptability of EBIs [15]. The use of mixed methods provides opportunities for community representatives to: have a say in reflecting on their views about the problem and the interventions (through rating the importance of the problem determinants and indicators, and the acceptability of the interventions); quantify and expand on their cultural beliefs, values and norms; and reach a collective agreement on aspects of the interventions that need to be adapted and how to adapt them. Overall, the proposed protocol is a useful reference for planning and carrying out the cultural adaptation process in a consistent manner; inconsistency in its application may yield differences in the conceptualization and operationalization of interventions adapted for the same ethno-cultural community. These differences may threaten the effectiveness of adapted interventions and restrict the replication of beneficial outcomes within the same community.

Implementing the protocol may be demanding and time consuming. It requires collaboration among researchers with experience in intervention design and adaptation [15] as well as adequate preparation. Preparation includes: the synthesis of evidence on the health problem and respective EBIs; generation of questionnaires to assess the importance of determinants and indicators of the problem and acceptability of the interventions; formulation of the open-ended questions and prompts; recruitment of community representatives; and availability of bilingual and/or bicultural session facilitators. The sessions, whether done individually or in a group, are long and cognitively taxing for the facilitators and the community representatives. The facilitators have to follow the protocol while clarifying its steps and simplifying, as needed, the information to ensure adequate understanding of the health problem and the interventions. The facilitators need to actively engage all representatives in the planned activities while managing group dynamics and asking for expansion on specific ideas to reach group agreement. Community representatives are requested to participate in multiple activities (rating and discussing determinants and indicators of the problem; rating and discussing interventions; identifying aspects of the interventions to be adapted and suggesting ways to modify them). The representatives need to recognize and bring forth their cultural beliefs (which may often be tacit knowledge), and they need to develop an understanding of the interventions with which they may not be familiar. Furthermore, attending a long session may not be convenient. Therefore, two sessions can be organized with each group of community representatives. The first session focuses on exploring the cultural beliefs about the health problem, whereas the second session involves assessing
the interventions’ acceptability and modifying them to align the interventions with cultural beliefs. Despite these limitations, the protocol has the potential to facilitate rigorous adaptation of EBIs and enhance their fit with the cultural beliefs of diverse communities.

Adapted interventions are moved to the next phase of the cultural adaptation process. They are evaluated for their feasibility, acceptability and ability to induce the hypothesized changes in outcomes, prior to determining their effectiveness in addressing the health problem as experienced by the target ethno-cultural community.

4. Conclusion
Cultural adaptation of EBIs follows a systematic process to align interventions with the beliefs of the target ethno-cultural community. The proposed integrated strategy extends the systematic process by detailing the protocol for carrying it out. Its strength relies on the use of concept and intervention mapping, and mixed methods for exploring the community’s cultural beliefs, acceptability and modifications of the interventions. Additional research is needed to determine the utility of the integrated strategy in culturally adapting health interventions.
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